OFFERINGS FOR AN OLD KINGDOM GRANARY OFFICIAL
By Henry G. Fischer
The texts on the west wall of Mery-nesut's chapel are laid out in four principal sections, as shown in Figure 2 . They include (I) two horizontal lines that take the place of a long architrave, (II) two vertical lines (A) identifying the seated figure of the owner, and a shorter inscription (B) identifying his wife, who is seated beside him, (III) a list of offerings detailing the meal toward which the owner extends one hand, this being schematically represented in the form of an offering stand covered with half-loaves of bread, (IV) the "false door;' a niched offering place where the actual offerings were presented. The content of these texts consists of offering formulae (I, IV A), a short statement regarding payment for the tomb (IV F, G), lists of offerings (III, IV E), and the titles and names of the owner and his family, as well as those of the funerary priests who were designated to maintain his offerings.
In addition to the wall in Detroit the tomb of Mery-nesut also yielded a limestone statue (Fig. 3 ) and a limestone slab (Fig. 4 ) which was perforated with 21 round holes to serve as a window! Both of these pieces are inscribed with the owner's name and titles. They are presently in the Egyptian Museum at Cairo 2
Funerary Texts
The funerary texts may be translated as follows: I (1) an offering which the king gives, an offering which Anubis (gives), the Lord of the Sacred Land, Who Presides over the Divine Booth, (namely) that he (the owner) be buried in the Western Desert in peace and very well~that he walk upon the good ways (of the Hereafter) having reached a very good old age, (2) and that the voice (of the funerary priests) may be emitted for him on the opening of the (seasonal) year, the first of the (calendrical) year, the Thoth-festival, the wag-festival, the great festival of burning, the procession of Min, the sadj-festival~the first of the month, and the half-month, and on every feast and every day, to One Concerned with the King's Property, the Inspector of Keepers of Property of the Granary of the (royal) Residence, Mery-nesut; IV A (1) an offering which the king gives, (an offering which) Anubis gives, Who Presides over the Divine Booth, (namely) burial in the Western Desert, having reached a very good old age, (2) that the voice be emitted for him on the Thoth festival, the wag--festival, the first of the month, the fi rst of the half-month, and on every feast and every day-a thousand of bread, a thousand of beer, a thousand of alabaster jars (of ointment), a thousand of clothing (to) One who is Concerned with the King's Property, Mery-nesut.
Payment of Workers
The statement referring to the payment of workers is more summary and less explicit than a good many other contemporary examples from Giza and elsewhere: 5 IV (F) I made this with my own rightful property, (G) and the craftsmen therein 6 thanked me (literally, praised God for me).
Offering Lists
The long offering list (III: Fig. 5 ) consists of 92 compartmented entries presented in short columns, each with the required number of portions placed beneath it in a separate compartment 7 Most of the list shows the signs facing the recipient, as is usually the case, so that they advance towards him; they are accordingly read from left to right. One sign is reversed, however, in the next-to-Iast compartment of the third register (68), and this heralds a total reversal of orientation in the following and final register (70-92). It is difficult to say whether the change is simply a meaningless lapse into the customary rightward orientation of the hieroglyphs (reading leftward), whether it was caused by the presence of the offering scene on the adjacent false door, or whether the intention was to make the list terminate in front of the offering scene to which it properly belongs. The list includes (1) a libation of water~(2) incense, (3) festival scent and (4-9) other ointments, including (8) best cedar 69 and (9) best Libyan, (10-11) green and black eye paint, [(12) a pair of cloth strips, (13) The shorter list of offerings, beneath the offering scene on the false door (IV E)}4 includes (1-2) green and black eye paint, (3) cake of Christ's thorn fruit, (4) unidentified fruit, (5-6) two kinds of bread, (7) incense.
Names and Titles
The first two titles of Mery-nesut, "one who is concerned with the king's property" (Fig. 6 [1] ) and "priest of the king" (2), are claimed by a great many officials of the Old Kingdom, one title associating the official with the living king, the other with the king's funerary cult in the chapel of the pyramid temple. It will be noticed that the first of these also occurs in the wife's titulary, where it may, however, be subject to a different reading and interpretation, i.e., "one who is known to the king: '15 Of the three remaining titles in Mery-nesut's inscriptions, the most important, to judge from its position in relation to the other two, is (3) "inspector of the archivists of royal documents:' Although the nature of the documents is not specified, the following titles (4-5) suggest that they were concerned with the granary, for royal documents of the granary are mentioned in other Old Kingdom inscriptions!6 and "archivists" (literally, "those concerned with papyri")17 are elsewhere associated both with (Fig. 7 , at far right); 19 furthermore titles 4 and 5 are themselves connected with "the Residence;' in other words with the central administration of the king.
As Hermann Junker has suggested, the title "strong-of-voice belonging to the granary" (4) evidently designates the official who supervised the measurement of grain and relayed the tally of measures to a nearby group of scribes, who set it down in writing and added up the totals 20 Junker fails to note, however, that at least one scene actually shows such an official making a gesture of counting (Fig. 8) 
the tallier is rarely identified and in one case he is a "custodian" (literally, "concerned with property")23 This case does not necessarily conflict with the other one, since Mery-nesut was himself "inspector of the custodians of the granary" (5) and it is likely enough that he had one of his subordinates cry out the measures while he merely supervised this activity.
Inasmuch as granary measurements were one of the principal bases of revenue and taxation, it is not surprising that the "strong-of-voice" is sometimes mentioned in a judicial contest 24 Possibly in this connection, and more certainly in connection with the storage of gold, an "inspector of the strong-of-voice" is known (Fig. 9) ;5 but it remains uncertain that this supervisory rank also applied to the granary26
In keeping with these activities, the "strong-ofvoice" is represented in the company of scribes and archivists;7 and in one case he is called "strong-of-voice of the archives" (literally, "house of documents")28 These associations reinforce the probable relationship of title no. 3.
The second title of Mery-nesut's wife is more unusual than any of those mentioned thus far, since only one other female "overseer of dancers" is known~9 In the other case the woman is also designated as "overseer of all recreation of the king" and as "overseer of the harem of the king:' In the present case the context is not specified; here again the dances may have been intended purely for enjoyment, but it should be noted that the temple and 73 [~] (4) l;1knw (5) sft (6) nbnm (7) tw3wt (8) l;13tt~(9) l;13tt tQnw (10) w3gw (il) mSd<m>t [(12) "nhWY (13) sntr h!: (14) ~bQ t 3 wyJ (15) 
NOTES ON THE TITLES AND NAMES
Owner: In inscription lIA the sign c-:J evidently belongs to~lJ c-3, but might also be read simultaneously as a determinative of~~£ . This possibility in turn suggests that titles (4) and (5) both end with E !lnwt/E~' reading each of these phrases twice.
Title (3) funerary cults also called for dancing, and a male "overseer of the dancers of the god" is known from Giza 30 As 3. The words "in peace" would normally be expected after the following phrase "that he may walk upon the good ways;' and the words "very well" (nfr wrt) may mistakenly anticipate the phrase "having reached a very good old age" (i"w nfr wrt) at the end of the same line. But nfr wrt does occur-(1) "Re is possessor of kas;' (2) "Re is a possessor of life;' and (3) "His(?) father is the possessor of a ka~'31 A daughter is called "Hathor is acc1aimed~' The funerary priests are (1) 4. This is sometimes called "the month-festival of sadj"; hence the terminal sign, which evidently represents the moon, as in the following writings: 
